
 

 

Press release 

 

Smart business travel security 

Scansafe™ for 13” and 15.4” laptops 
Pacsafe® signature laptop bags for secure business travel in comfort and style 

 

HONG KONG (Aug 2010) – The Scansafe™ is built for modern business executives who do not want to 

compromise style and comfort for security.  Pacsafe’s® smart travel laptop bag series allows easy pass 

through airport security checks while fitted to keep important documents under lock and to hold laptop 

accessories and other electronic gadgets. 

 

As businesses continue to go more global, jet-setting professionals are all too familiar with airport 

security checks.  With the recent increase of security measures in airports across the United Kingdom, 

queue times at checkpoints are only getting longer. 

(http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/Nl1/Newsroom/DG_183837) 

Avoid being that businessman who forgets to take their 

laptop out, has to waste valuable time to line up again and 

fumble to get their laptop out.  The surprisingly lightweight 

Scansafe™ is Travel Sentry® Approved, meaning the laptop 

never has to leave the bag to pass through the x-ray machine.  

Lay the Scansafe™ flat, open the laptop compartment, pass, 

and go.  Time saved, hassle free – ensuring a smooth start 

and end to the business trip. 

 

Built-in anti-theft features include Slashproof Carrysafe™ 

strap, eXomesh® slashguards, and Smart Zipper Security™ with confidential integrated combination 

lock – keeping important documents and valuables where they belong.  Protect yourself from the 

nightmare of losing your laptop and documents right before that million dollar deal meeting. 

 

Scansafe™ comes in sizes for both 13”or 15.4” laptops and offers 

enough storage room for documents, cables and essential carry-

ons. 

 

 

  



Appendix:  

Slashproof Carrysafe™ strap 

Our adjustable Slashproof Carrysafe™ strap is reinforced with a lightweight, flexible, high-
tensile stainless steel wire which prevent opportunistic bag slashers from slicing through your 
bag strap and running off with your gear.  

What is eXomesh®? 

Our eXomesh® patented anti-theft technology is found in most of our smart products. It’s a 

strong, lightweight, flexible, high-tensile, stainless steel, slashproof wire mesh which is used in 

our smart travel gear as:  

•••• eXomesh® cage system:  Locks closed and locks to a secure fixture with a heavy 
duty locking device.  The eXomesh® is either externally fitted to bags or laminated 
between fabric to form a bag. 

• eXomesh® slashguards: our stainless steel wire mesh is built discreetly into areas 
targeted by bag slashers, like the bottom and side panels.  

Smart Zipper Security™  
Pacsafe’s® concealed zipper clips make it difficult for crafty, opportunistic pickpockets to slide 
open your bag and steal your valuables. Hidden from view, thieves won’t know where to begin 
or how to get in. They also smartly attach to clips so if they are pulled, the bag won’t just slide 
open.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes for editors:  

For additional information and high-res images please contact: Morgan Law, Marketing Assistant at 

mlaw@pacsafe.com or call +852 3664 8308 


